**MAX Kits™**

**Portable Treatment Kits**

**Mobile. Absorptive. eXpandable.**

Auralex® Acoustics offers a variety of **MAX Kit™ Portable Treatment Kits** that allow you to reconfigure and tune your space for ultimate flexibility in your room. These portable kits are mobile, absorptive and expandable. Auralex portable treatments are highly effective absorption for recording and performance applications in the studio, on stage, classroom, in the home and more. They are perfect for the traveling musician and recording pro on-the-go.

**VoxMAX™ Kit:** Designed for Voice-Over/ Vocal recording and easy-to-use instrument baffling. This **Auralex® MAX Kit™** can also be quickly positioned to address reflections within a small recording, monitoring or mixing environment.

**VoxMAX™:**
- (2) ProMAX™ v2 Panels *(with stands)*
- (1) MudGuard™ v2
- (2) 24” Stand-Mounted LENRDs™ *(with stands)*
- Height-Adjustable: With Included Stands
- Color: Charcoal

**EditMAX™ Kit:** Designed as an easily-configured baffling for recording and can also be quickly positioned to create an accurate monitoring environment for editing and mixing in spaces that mounted acoustical treatments are not desired.

**EditMAX™:**
- (4) ProMAX™ v2 Panels *(with stands)*
- (2) DeskMAX™ v2 Panels *(with stands)*
- (4) 24” Stand-Mounted LENRDs™ *(with stands)*
- (1) MoPAD-XL™ *(4pc/set, each pair isolates 2 speakers)*
- Height Adjustable: With Included Mounting Stands
- Color: Charcoal

**ProducerMAX™ Kit:** A versatile and easily-configured acoustical treatment solution for recording that can be quickly positioned to create an accurate monitoring and mixing environment in spaces that mounted acoustical treatments are not desired.

**ProducerMAX™:**
- (6) ProMAX™ v2 Panels *(with stands)*
- (2) DeskMAX™ v2 Panels *(with stands)*
- (2) Studio6™ Panels *(with stands)*
- (1) ProPAD™ *(4pc/set, each pair isolates 2 speakers)*
- Height Adjustable: With Included Mounting Stands
- Color: Charcoal
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